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BOOK REVIEW

Starring Tom Cruise, edited by Sean Redmond, Detroit, Wayne State University 
Press, 2021, 308 pp., $34.99 (paperback), ISBN 9780814347188

To see how a Tom Cruise film depends on the actor’s stardom, one need look no further than 
the extended trailer of Top Gun 2: Maverick (Joseph Kosinski, 2022) – the forthcoming sequel to 
the iconic 1986 original. In a behind-the-scenes interview for the film’s trailer, Cruise tacitly 
endorses the merging of his on-screen role as Maverick with the man we think we know off- 
screen. Speaking of the 1600 pounds of force the human body is subjected to in the film’s 
fighter jet sequences, Cruise rejects the premise that he’s putting on a performance. ‘You can’t 
act that, the distortion of the face’, he says. In other words, in such moments, Cruise insists 
there is no acting taking place. He wants you to feel that’s actually him on the screen.

The critical volume Starring Tom Cruise (2021), edited by Sean Redmond, brings together 15 
new essays that seek to make sense of the powerful interplay between Cruise’s movie star 
persona and his films across the actor’s 40-year career. What this new volume gets right is its 
insistence that Cruise’s stardom isn’t peripheral to the films in which he acts. Instead, that 
stardom indelibly shapes and limits the sort of interpretations his films occasion. On the one 
hand, the book’s focus on a single actor means that many of its essays inevitably testify to the 
singularity of Cruise’s star power and the tenacity with which it torques the films that enter its 
orbit. On the other hand, a number of the essays take elements that seem particular to Cruise’s 
career – his much-touted work ethic, his notorious appearances in the popular press, or his late 
turn to film production – as grist to rethink the nature of Hollywood stardom as it bends to 
external forces ranging from the rise of social media to the global pandemic.

Divided into three sections entitled ‘Desiring Cruise’, ‘Genre Cruise’ and ‘Aging Cruise’, 
Starring Tom Cruise takes readers on a roughly chronological tour through Cruise’s filmogra-
phy – from the teen romances of the 1980s to the big-budget action films in the Mission: 
Impossible franchise. ‘Desiring Cruise’ views Cruise’s onscreen performances in the 1980s and 
1990s through the lens of gender and sexuality. While Cruise channelled a blandly conven-
tional white cisgender masculinity and heterosexuality in these early years, the contributors 
emphasise how often the films undermine or otherwise complicate this identity. For example, 
although Top Gun (Tony Scott, 1986), Jerry Maguire (Cameron Crowe, 1996) and The Last 
Samurai (Edward Zwick, 2003) cast Cruise as the heroic ‘hypermasculine and heterosexual’ 
lead, Redmond points out that these scripts ultimately find Cruise’s character negotiating 
‘highly charged homosocial and homoerotic male relationships’ (7). Defne Tüzün notes that 
Eyes Wide Shut (Stanley Kubrick, 1999) also draws on Cruise’s normative image in order to 
‘[reveal] its artificiality and constructedness’ through scenarios that highlight the protagonist’s 
inability to express desire (54).

If these essays intimate that the Cruise persona provides a straight foil against which 
queerer plots might unfold, then ‘Genre Cruise’ tempers this claim. Far from prompting 
a critique of conservatism, the essays in this section propose that Cruise’s image often shores 
up fantasies of white supremacy and U.S. imperialism. In ‘The American Everyman Goes Irish’ 
for example, Carlos Menéndez-Otero expertly argues that in the migration epic Far and Away 
(Ron Howard, 1992) Cruise’s reputation as the nonethnic white American everyman informs his 
turn as an Irish-migrant-turned-pioneer seeking to settle the western frontier. Menéndez-Otero 
contends that it is the interplay between star and role that allows the Cruise persona to 
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perform ‘the ideological function of preserving a white status quo that considers itself under 
threat by marginalized Others’ at the same time the migrant story effectively ethnicises Cruise 
and sidesteps a real engagement with the country’s history of racial violence and disposses-
sion (127). While the genre of the migrant epic mines the past in the service of white 
revisionism, the genre of science fiction draws on Cruise’s personal story of redemption as 
a model for imagining a reinvigorated American masculinity in the wake of 9/11 (166). 
According to Linda Wight, Cruise’s SF films including Oblivion (Joseph Kosinski, 2013) and 
Edge of Tomorrow (Doug Liman, 2014) unabashedly reward an ‘“authentic” masculine identity, 
a heroic identity capable of protecting the vulnerable and ensuring the security of the 
American nation in the future’ (166). Despite its work across different genres, then, Cruise’s 
image reliably converts American violence into white masculine American innocence.

While the book’s third section draws attention to the growing tension between Cruise’s 
ageing body and his ageless persona, perhaps its most striking revelation is that the star’s 
longevity on the big screen depends on his production of digital content for the small screen. 
Historically, social media has not been kind to Cruise. In the early years of the twenty-first 
century, an infamous string of television interviews offered up a font of viral content that 
threatened to derail the star’s control over his image. Yet, Cruise’s enduring fame indicates he’s 
developed a cannier understanding of how his box office success actually depends on 
harnessing the branding potential of a film’s digital paratext. To appreciate this phenomenon 
has required a shift in critical method. In his essay, ‘The Authentically Bruised Cruise’, Justin 
Owen Rawlins persuasively argues that ‘decentering the screen text’ in favour of a film’s 
paratextual materials allows us to see how the star’s image ‘coalesces through larger circula-
tions of paratextual discourses and representations’ (267). It’s precisely this methodology 
Glenn Donnar adopts to examine an array of primary sources including on-set news and 
promotional materials from the Mission: Impossible franchise and The Mummy. Donnar con-
cludes that not only do Cruise’s stunts generate the ‘“spectacle of risk” . . . crucial to his box 
office’, but this spectacle is also ‘supported by proliferated online media content that amplifies 
prevailing narratives about his stunt work in promotional/publicity discourses’ (245).

It’s true that digital media seems particularly suited to valorising Cruise’s performances, but, 
as the focus on stunt work suggests, these paratexts also intimate that the work of stardom 
under late capitalism extends well beyond acting. Several chapters tease out the hypothesis 
that if the screen showcases the star’s acting efforts, then the digital paratext foregrounds the 
star as a Hollywood jack-of-all-trades – not merely an actor but a flexible cinematic labourer 
with an elastic relation to the industry and the multifaceted work of moviemaking. As Rawlins 
observes, ‘[Cruise] has never served as a director, yet in the Mission: Impossible films especially, 
Cruise’s “performative choices” have transformed him into an official producer, an uncredited 
screenwriter and cinematographer’ (266). Tara Lomax makes a similar observation about 
Cruise’s proliferating job titles in her essay on Hollywood franchising: ‘As cofounder, co- 
owner, and executive producer of a production company with his acting agent,’ Cruise is 
what Lomax describes as an ‘executive star’ (194). For the film The Mummy, Lomax notes that 
Universal Pictures gave Cruise control over everything from ‘script approval’ and ‘post- 
production decisions’ to ‘input on the film’s marketing and release strategy’ (202). If this litany 
of jobs suggests Cruise is working too hard, then we might also note how appeals to his 
superhuman work ethic conveniently dovetail with what Brenda R. Weber and Sasha 
T. Goldberg identify as the ‘spiritual neoliberalism’ peddled by the Church of Scientology (73).

Taken together, these essays propose that stardom entails generating onscreen perfor-
mances and their conditions of production. This was aptly illustrated in leaked audio from the 
London set of Mission: Impossible VII (Christopher McQuarrie, 2022) that went viral in late 2020. 
While the media focused on how Cruise berated crew members who failed to adhere to 
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COVID-19 protocols, the clip also found the star cataloguing the remarkable number of jobs he 
performs. ‘I’m on the phone with every ****** studio at night’, Cruise screamed: ‘Insurance 
companies. Producers. And they’re looking at us and using us to make their movies’. No longer 
simply shouldering responsibility for his onscreen performance or even the box-office success 
of a single film, Cruise illustrates how star responsibilities have ballooned beyond the screen, 
extending to studio longevity and the very future of Hollywood.

It’s worth noting that the leaked audio recording achieves the same rarified effect that the 
G-forces of fighter jets do in the Top Gun trailer: as Cruise would put it, these are things ‘you 
can’t act’. Cruise’s desire to conjure moments of not acting – whether through stunt work or 
secret audio – feels like a bid to maintain stardom by clearing a space for something like 
intimacy between a star and his audience. What makes such a gesture all the more extra-
ordinary, as Starring Tom Cruise adeptly conveys, is that this appeal to unmediated connection 
depends on a remarkable proliferation of big- and small-screen media managed by, produced 
by, approved by and starring Tom Cruise.
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